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Abstract
Unlike surface plasmon resonance sensors that detect integral changes to the optical properties of a
sample, surface plasmon polariton-microscopy techniques can detect isolated nanoparticles in real-
time through their plasmonic image, even of sub-wavelength dimensions. The feature characteristics
and intensity of this plasmonic image are dependent on the nanoparticleʼs chemical composition and
size.However, the lack of a theoreticalmodel describing the principles forming a plasmonic image
have hindered their understanding. In this article, we present a full-wave analyticalmodel that
describes electromagnetically the formation of the plasmonic image. Through our analyticalmodel
and numerical calculations, we show the properties of a plasmonic image from sub-wavelength to
macroscopic particles of various chemical compositions.

1. Introduction

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are bound electromagnetic waves, which are evanescently excited and
propagate onmetal–dielectric interfaces. SPPs are ideal for sensing purposes due to their environmental
sensitivity and their significantly enhanced and spatially confinedfields at ametal–dielectric interface. Due to the
very narrow-band resonance exciting SPPs, SPP-based sensors are usedmainly tomeasure integral changes
arising frombio-molecular interactions [1–3], binding properties of analytes [4], changes to physical quantities
[5, 6], chemical sensing of analyte concentrations [7–10], biosensing of protein–protein interactions [11],
detection of biological and chemical analytes [12, 13], environmentalmonitoring [14], food safety [15] and
medical diagnostics [16]. However, it is very difficult with existing SPP-sensormethodologies to detect the
presence of nanoparticles in very dilute solutions, since their integral signal is not strong enough.

Evanescent waves have also being utilized formicroscopy techniques, such as total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF)microscopy, where in combinationwithfluorescence emission imagemainly biological
samples of μm-scale. The resolution of TIRFmicroscopy can be potentially improved to sub-100 nmby taking
advantage of the nonlinear fluorophore response. But this requires long acquisition times and therefore the
procedure suffers fromphoto-bleaching and photo-toxicity. Recently though, Zybin et al [17] proposed a label-
free SPPmicroscopy technique that images in real-time single isolated nanoparticle of just few tens of
nanometers in diameter. This technique, unlike TIRFmicroscopy, is label-free and non-perturbative, and
therefore has advantages over standard probemethods, such as Scanning TunnellingMicroscope andAtomic
ForceMicroscope. Since then, SPP-microscopy have been utilized for imaging and detection of sub-wavelength
particles, such as singleDNAmolecules [18, 19] and viruses [20]. Despite the promising applications of SPP
microscopy, currently there is no correlation between the properties of a plasmonic image (i.e. an image formed
due to an objectʼs interactionwith a SPP-wave) with the geometrical andmaterial features of a particle.

In this paper, we present a full-wave theoreticalmodel describing the physics behind SPP-microscopy for
both sub-wavelength andmacroscopic particles. The plasmonic images observedwith SPP-microscopy are due
to the diffraction of the SPPwaves by a single isolated nanoparticle, which are diverted into three distinct
channels [21, 22].We show through our analyticalmodel that not all the diffraction channels contribute to the
plasmonic images observedwith SPP-microscopy. Since this analyticalmodel is applicable from sub-wavelength
tomacroscopic nanoparticles, it goes beyond the electrostatic approach of dipolar approximation, which is
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limited to nanoparticlesmuch smaller than thewavelength of light [23, 24], the implementation ofGreenʼs
functions [22]which require a semi-analytical solution for particles away from the quasi-static limit and the use
of effective boundary conditions [25] requiring a full-numerical solution of integral equation [26–28].Hence,
ourfindings can lead to the spectroscopic characterization of an isolated nanoparticle, further invigorating the
capabilities of SPP-microscopy techniques. Finally, it is straightforward to extend ourwork for THz SPPs, which
have been recently exploited for time-resolved imaging of μm-particles [29].

2.Diffraction of surface plasmonwaves by a nanoparticle

When a single particle is placed in the path of a SPP-wave, then, as anywavewould, the SPP is diffracted.
However, in this case the SPP-wave is diffracted into three distinctive channels [22]. Furthermore, when the
particle is in close proximity to themetal–dielectric interface, the optimumconditions for the evanescent
coupling to a SPP-excitation change locally, since the refractive index of the particle differs from its
environmentʼs. Hence, the plasmonic image is created due to both the local changes of the optical properties,
and the diffraction disturbances the particle induces to the SPPwave, which can be imaged in real-time. For SPP-
microscopy, the plasmonic image is observed at a single angle from the surface normal, and is therefore carried
to the far-field by the reflected beam from themetal slab.

In this workwe consider theKretschmann configuration (figure 1) for the excitation of SPP-waves, which is
widely used to study adsorbates, as the platform for the theoretical interpretation of the plasmonic image
observed experimentally. However, it should be emphasized that ourwork and theoreticalmodel are applicable
for any other configurations of SPP-excitation. TheKretschmann configuration consists of a prismwith
refractive index n1 and a thin layer ofmetal with thickness dm and refractive index n2, deposited on one of the
prismʼs sides. Themetal slab is illuminatedwith a laser through the prism and a SPP-wave is excited inmedium
3,which has a refractive index n3 (figure 1). Note that the SPP can be coupled to only evanescently and is
therefore excitedwhen <n n3 1. The optimumcondition for the SPP excitation exist at a single laser wavelength
and for afixed angle of incidence, and vice versa.

Consider an incident wave propagating through the prism and incident on the thinmetal slab, with
electromagnetic fields = H H HH ( , , )x y z and = E E EE ( , , )x y z , guided by = k k kk ( , , )x y z0 (the systemʼs axes
are defined infigure 1). Only its TMmode (i.e. =H 0z component) can couple to an evanescent SPP [30] and it
follows fromMaxwellʼs equations that the generalized field equation describing a SPPwave inmedium n3 is
given by:

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
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where kx, ky and k3z are the SPPwavevectors inmedium n3, given by θ ϕ=k n k| | sin cosx 1 0 inc inc,

θ ϕ=k n k| | sin siny 1 0 inc inc and θ= − − ( )k n k n n| | 1 sinz3 3 0 1 inc 3
2
, whereθinc andϕinc are the laserʼs angles

of incidence on themetal slab.B is a coefficient dependent on thematerials of the SPP-sensor (i.e. prism and
metal) and the incident wavevector k0. Since throughout this paper the sensor and incident radiation are kept the
same,B remains a constant. Thefirst termof (1) gives the evanescent component of the SPP-wave that decays
exponentially away from themetal–dielectric interface intomedium 3. The second termof (1), which is in

Figure 1.TheKretschmann configuration, where a laser is incident on a thinmetalfilm through the prism, exciting a surface plasmon
polariton (SPP). (a) An illustration of the SPP diffraction by a nanoparticle. (b) The axes configurationwith respect to the
Kretschmann set-up. The nanoparticle is positionedwith its centre at x y z( , , )0 0 0 . (figures not in scale)
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square brackets, determines the vector direction ofE, defined by thewavevector components of the incident
laser. The last termdescribes the phase propagation of the SPP-wave along themetal–dielectric interface. Note
that different excitationmethods for the SPPwould simply change the value ofB and no other termof (1).

If we consider, for analytical simplicity, a spherically-shaped particle, then the incident SPP-wave given by
(1) needs to be expressed in spherical harmonics (and is denoted asEi for the rest of themanuscript).We expand
the phase propagating part of (1) in generalized spherical harmonic polynomials using the Jacobi–Angler
expansion, and transform the vector termof (1) into a spherical coordinate system (see supplementary
information).Hence, the incident SPPE-field on a spherical particle is:

∑ ∑
θ

ωε ε
π θ ϕ θ ϕ=

=

∞

=−

=( )
( ) ( )

B k r
j k r Y YE E

exp cos
4 i ( , ) , , (2)i

z

n m n

m n
n

n xy n
m

n
m

k k

3

3 0
0

0

where jn is the spherical Bessel function, = +k k kxy x y
2 2 is the phase propagating SPPwavevector, r, θ andϕ are

the spatial spherical coordinates with origin at a randompoint x y z( , , )0 0 0
1.θk andϕk are the spherical

components of kxy,Yn
m is the spherical harmonic function2 and Yn

m is its complex conjugate.E0 transformed to

the spherical coordinate system is expressed as: ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= + +θ
θ

ϕ
ϕE E EE e e eˆ ˆ ˆi

r
r i i0 0 0 0 .

A nanoparticle of radius rpwith its centre at x y z( , , )0 0 0 , as shown infigure 1(b), and refractive index np,
which can be dispersive, diffracts a SPP-wave into three different channels: (i) a SPP channel, where the scattered
fields retain their SPP and evanescent nature and therefore are still bound on and propagate along themetal–
dielectric interface, (ii) a radiative channel, where part of the incident SPP-wave decouples from themetal–
dielectric interface and nowpropagates (or radiates) away from the particle inmedium3 [21, 22], and (iii) a
finite slab (FS) channel, where the radiative component described above, interacts with the finitemetal slab.
Therefore, the diffracted E-fields inmedium3 from the interaction of a SPP-wavewith a spherical particle are
given by: = + +E E E Es s s s

SPP rad FS. SPP-waves also decouple from themetal–dielectric interface at the presence
of surface defects, which have been investigated in the past by Sanchez et al [31, 32] andZayats et al [33].

Diffraction into the SPP-channel comes only from the tangentialfield components, since the boundary
conditions enforce that the incident and scattered tangential fields to be continuous at the interface between the
particle and its environment. Therefore the tangential components of the scattered E-field need to have an SPP-
nature and are given by:

∑ ∑
θ

ωε ε
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wherehn
(1) is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind, and θan and ϕan are the scattering coefficients

dependent on the particleʼs radius and refractive index and govern the vector direction of the scattered fields. On
the other hand, the normal component of the E-field is diffracted into the radiative channel and given by:

∑ ∑
θ

ωε ε
π θ ϕ θ ϕ=

=
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( )( )
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exp cos
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3
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0
(1) rad rad

where anr is the radiative scattering coefficient. The amplitude of the radiative component is not decaying
exponentially away from themetal slab, since thewave has lost its evanescent properties, but is dependent only
on the amplitude of the SPP-wave incident on the nanoparticle. Additionally, although thewavevector carrying
the radiativefields has the same argument kxy as the propagating component of the incident SPP-wave, now it
also has a z-component expressedwith the non-zero value ofθk

rad.
Finally, only the radiative component can interact with the finitemetal slab, by being reflected and even

transmitted in it, unlike the SPP-scattered component, which is just bound on themetal–dielectric interface.
Hence, the scattering from thefinite slab (i.e. FS-channel) is a consequence of the radiative (Es

rad) componentʼs
interactionwith themetal slab.However, both the FS- and the radiative channels do not contribute to the
plasmonic image of a particle observedwith SPP-microscopy, since both channels emit a signal at all angles,
while the plasmonic image is observed at a single θ away from themetal–prism interface. In fact formost
dielectric nanoparticles (composed of realisticmaterials) the radiative component is not significant, rendering
the FS-component negligibly small. Hence, we choose to neglect the FS-channel, since no information are lost
for the plasmonic image andwe avoid a cumbersome analytical representation.

1
These can be defined as = − + − + −r x x y y z z( ) ( ) ( )0

2
0

2
0

2 ,θ = −− ( )z z rcos ( )1
0 andϕ = − −− ( )y y x xtan ( ) ( )1

0 0 .
2 θ ϕ θ=

π
ϕ+ −

+
Y P( , ) (cos )en

m n n m

n m n
m m(2 1)( ) !

4 ( ) !
i , where Pn

m is the associated Legendre Polynomial.
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Contrary to the scattered fields, thefields inside the nanoparticle are transmitted in just two channels: the
tangential components as (i) SPP-waves given by:

∑ ∑
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and (ii) propagating or radiative waves given by:
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where =N n np 3 is the refractive index ratio between the nanoparticle and its surroundingmedium and θ ϕbnr, ,

are the internal coefficients, which govern the vector components of the internal fields.
The scattering ( θ ϕanr, , ) and internal ( θ ϕbnr, , ) coefficients can be found by imposing the boundary conditions

at the interface between the nanoparticle and its environment and are given by:
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where ρ = k rxy p, =N n np 3 and rp is the radius of the nanoparticle. Note that due to the spherical symmetry of
the nanoparticle =θ ϕa an n and =θ ϕb bn n . Here it should be noted that (5) and (6) slightly over-estimate the E-
fields inside the nanoparticle, since they assume that the SPP-wave excited inside the nanoparticle has the same
excitation coefficientB as in the environment surrounding it (i.e.medium3). One can take into account the
different excitation coefficient ′B inside the nanoparticle, but thenwould also need to consider the SPP-wave
excited inmedium 3 and transmitted inside the nanoparticle with an amplitude proportional toB. Thismethod
though further complicates the derivation of the θϕan r, and θϕbn r, , and hence the analyticalmodel, without
providing any physical insight. In the section 3, we show that the internal fields do not significantly contribute to
the plasmonic image of a nanoparticle (which is ourfinal aim to obtain analytically), and therefore allows for the
above assumption.

Finally, the diffracted fields caused by the SPP-interactionwith any spherical object are given by the fields
inside the particle (El) andfields outside of the particle by the superposition of the scattered and incident fields
( +E Ei s):

⎪

⎪

⎧
⎨
⎩

=
+ ⩽

+ + + >

r r

r r
E

E E

E E E E

for ,

for
(11)

l l p

i s s s p

SPP rad

SPP rad FS

for inside and outside the particle respectively. The abovemodel describes all the fields inmedium 3, fromwhich
the plasmonic image emerges.

2.1. Analysis of diffractedfields
Weapply the above analyticalmodel for nanoparticles of various sizes and refractive indices in an aqueous
solution (i.e. =n 1.3333 ), and compare our results with finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical
calculations3 performed using the commercial software FDTD solutions fromLumerical Solutions, Inc [35].
Initially, consider that the laser beam is incident on the goldmetal slab of thickness 52 nmat anglesθ = °55.81inc

3
The total-field scattered technique is used to reduce the needed computing resources and converging tests were performed to determine

the requiredmesh-cell size for high accuracy results. The electric permittivity of gold is fitted to Johnson andChristyʼs experimental data
[34] and the residual energy in the calculation volumewas at least 10−5 of themaximumenergy injected, to ensure that the continuous-wave
information obtained by discrete Fourier transformations was valid.
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andϕ = 0inc . Hence, the SPP-wave excited has =k 0y and (1)–(2) have only x- and z- components, which also

reducesE0 and kxy. Initially, a single polystyrene nanoparticle of refractive index =n 1.61p and radius

=r 150 nmp is considered, positioned at = −x y z( , , ) (0, 0, 173.5 nm)0 0 0 (i.e. the nanoparticle touches the

goldfilm at a single point), which scatters an incident SPP as described above. Infigure 2, we plot theE-fields on
the xy-plane parallel to the gold surface and passing through the centre of the nanoparticle (i.e. the =z z0 plane),
withfigures 2(e)–(h) showing the analytical predictionsof (11) and figures 2(i)–(l) the FDTDnumerical
calculations [35], while figures 2(a)–(d) show the theE-fields when no nanoparticle is present. TheEx andEz
components do not show strong disturbances, sinceN is not far fromunity, so the incident fieldEi dominates
overEs. The effect of the nanoparticleʼs presence ismore evident from the E| |-field plots (figures 2(h) and (l)),
where the diffracted fields induce disturbances to the constant value of E| |. Therefore, all features seen in
figures 2(h) and (l) are due to the presence of the nanoparticle, where a shadow emerges laterally to the
nanoparticle, and a bright spot immediately behind it.

Furthermore, the SPPE-field acquires aweak Ey-component, which is due to the spherical shape of the
nanoparticle, that diffracts the fields in all three directions in space in a sphericalmanner, expressed by the

Hankel function of the first kind (hn
(1) ) in the analytical work. Despite the fact that the analyticalmodel predicts

Figure 2.The xy-map of the diffracted surface plasmon polaritons by a single isolated nanoparticle. The nanoparticle is immersed in
water =n 1.3333 with its centre at −(0, 0, 173.5 nm), ismade of polystyrene ( =n 1.61p ) and has a radius of =r 150 nmp . From top
to bottom row: time snapshots ofEx,Ey andEz, and thefieldmap of E| |. (a)–(d) The E-field components when no nanoparticle is
present, (e)–(h) analytical prediction and (i)–(l) numerical calculations, when the nanoparticle denotedwith a black circle is present.
(m)–(p) Analytical (full red line) and numerical (dashed blue line) calculations for the E-field components along the x-axis and (q)
along the y-axis, passing through the centre of the nanoparticle. The shaded grey areas in (m)–(q) denote the region inside the
nanoparticle. (r) An illustration of the plane forwhich the theE-fields are plotted.
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slightly differentfield patterns forEy, the amplitude is accurately predicted, leading to justminor discrepancies
for E| |, which is the quantity determining the plasmonic-image of the nanoparticle. Also, the amplitude ofEy is
one order ofmagnitude smaller thanEx andEz and therefore has negligible contribution to E| |. Infigures 2(m)–
(p) and (q), we plot together for comparison analytical and numerical calculations for theE-field components
along both the =x x0 and =y y0 lines of this xy-plane, where the shaded grey region denotes the area inside the

nanoparticle. Onemay notice that the analyticalmodel slightly over-estimates the E| |-field at the inside-back of
the nanoparticle. This follows from the over-estimation ofEx andEz-field components at the same place and
comes from assuming analytically that the SPP-wave excited inside the nanoparticle has the same excitation
amplitudeB as the SPP-wave excited inwater.

SPP-microscopy can image single sub-wavelength nanoparticles because SPPS are confined at themetal–
water interface withmassively enhanced fields, which decay exponentially away from the interface as shown in
figures 3(a)–(d). Infigures 3(e)–(l), we plot the analytical predictions on the xz-plane passing through the centre
of the nanoaprticle (i.e. =y y0 plane) and FDTDnumerical calculations. Despite the presence of a nanoparticle,

Ex andEzfield components remain highly confined at the interface of the gold–water and continue to
exponentially decay away from the interface, both inside and outside the nanoparticle. The E| |fieldmap though
is reduced at the front and enhanced towards the back of the nanoparticle. Then, just outside the nanoparticle E| |
decays along +x until it reaches its original undisturbed value. Infigures 3(m)–(p), the analytical and numerical
calculations for theE-field components are plotted together for comparison along the =x x0 line.

So far, we discussed the diffraction of SPPwaves by a polystyrene ( =n 1.61p ) nanoparticle of =r 150 nmp ,

whose diameter is comparable to the SPPwavelength (λ ∼ 473 nmSPP ). However, both the size andmaterial
composition of the particle (i.e. refractive index), affect the intensity and pattern of the diffracted SPPwaves. In
figure 4, we plot analytical and numerical calculations for polystyrene =n 1.61p nanoparticles of three different

sizes: λ= ∼r2 100 nm 4.7p SPP (i.e. sub-wavelength), λ= ∼r2 300 nm 1.5p SPP and λ= ∼r2 800 nm 2p SPP

(i.e.macroscopic). The E| |-fieldmaps are plotted at the xy-plane passing through the centre of each
nanoparticle. As to not overload the readerwith information, we show only the E| |-fieldsmaps for the various
nanoparticles, normalized to the E| |-fieldwhen no nanoparticle is present. As expected, the larger the
nanoparticle, the stronger the SPP-diffraction, which yields to a plasmonic image of higher intensity. Themore
prominent field patterns for larger nanoparticles can be explained by noting their larger surface area that allows

Figure 3.The xz-map of the diffracted surface plasmon polaritons by a single isolated nanoparticle. The nanoparticle is immersed in
water =n 1.3333 with its centre at −(0, 0, 173.5 nm), ismade of polystyrene ( =n 1.61p ) and has a radius of =r 150 nmp . From top
to bottom row: time snapshots ofEx,Ey andEz, and thefieldmap E| |. (a)–(d)Nonanoparticle is present. (e)–(h) Analytical predictions
and (i)–(l) numerical calculations for the diffracted E-field components. (m)–(p) Analytical (red full line) and numerical (blue dashed
line) calculations for theE-field along the x-axis, passing through the centre of the nanoparticle. The grey, yellow and blue shaded
areas denote the region inside the nanoparticle, the gold film and the prim respectively.
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formore fields to be transmitted inside the nanoparticle, which converges them (i.e. the particlemimics a lens),
leading to the rear bright spots and lateral shadows.

It is impressive though to see that a sub-wavelength nanoparticle of just =r 50 nmp made of polystyrene

(which has a refractive index not far from the surrounding aqueous solution) causes a relatively significant
diffraction to the incident SPP.Hence, a plasmonic image can be formed, recordedwith the reflected beam. In
fact, experiments [18, 20] have already shown that nanoparticles of dimensions =r 50 nmp produce a

plasmonic image. It is the nanoparticleʼs positionwithin the high field enhancement of the SPP, (i.e. close to the
gold–water interface) that allows for such strongfield disturbances despite the fact that λ ≫ r2 pSPP andNnot

being far fromunity. Of course, the lower signal limit for very small nanoparticles is governed by the SPP-
microscopeʼs capabilities, dominatedmainly by the surface roughness of themetal slab and the sensitivity of the
camera.However, it has been shown that surface roughness can be reduced to as little as∼±1 nm , which is
indeed negligibly small from the electromagnetic point of view.

Apart from the nanoparticleʼs size, itsmaterial composition (i.e. its refractive index np) also affect the
diffraction pattern and intensity. Infigure 5, we show the E| |-field for nanoparticles immersed inwater

=n 1.3333 of just one radius =r 150 nmp , made of three different dielectrics.We keep as a reference the

polystyrene nanoparticle of =n 1.61p , comparing it with nanoparticles of =n 2p and =n 1p (i.e. an air bubble

inwater). In fact, it is a common problem that bubblesmay be unwillingly introduced in a liquid solution along
with the nanoparticles, also producing plasmonic images, since their refractive index differs fromwaterʼs, and
therefore introducing artefacts and false readings. However, both our analyticalmodel and numerical
calculations (figures 5(a)–(b)) show that thefield pattern of the diffractedwave from a bubble is complimentary
to thefieldmaps of dielectric nanoparticles (with >n nP 3). Since the SPP-wavemoves from a high to low
dielectricmediumwhen is transmitted inside the bubble, the rays diverge producing a shadow at its rear part and
lateral bright regions. An illustration of the ray paths for nanoparticles of different np are shown in the top rowof
figure 5. For a nanoparticle of =n 2p (figures 5(e)–(f)), the diffracted fields are stronger in intensity than for the

polystyrene particle, and they further converge at the rear part of the nanoparticle.
Infigure 6, we plot the analytical and simulation results for the normalized E| |field for all the

aforementioned nanoparticle of all sizes along the x-axis.We choose to keep all nanoparticles just touching the
metal surface, so the plots infigure 6(a) correspond to the fields at different z-distance from themetal interface
(i.e. at = − +z r d( 2)p m0 ). Infigure 6(b), one can immediately see the differentfield pattern for =n 1p , as well

as the significantfield enhancement for =n 2p . It is evident from this comparison figure, as well asfigures 2–5

that our analyticalmodel predicts accurately the electromagnetic interaction of a SPPwith a nanoparticle of any
size andmaterial composition, with good agreement for both the amplitude and diffraction features of the E-
fields.

Figure 4. SPP diffraction by a polystyrene ( =n 1.61p ) nanoparticles of various sizes. Top row are analytical predictions and bottom
rownumerical calculations for nanoparticle radii (a)–(b) =r 50 nmp , (c)–(d) =r 150 nmp and (e)–(f) =r 400 nmp . The plots are
normalized to the E| |-fieldwhen no nanoparticle is present.
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3. Plasmonic image

The plasmonic image of a nanoparticle observedwith SPP-microscopy is raised from the diffraction of a SPP-
wave by the nanoparticle and is always observed at exactly the reflection anlge (i.e. θ− inc). Hence, only the
decoupling of themetal–prism SPPwave, which is carried by the right wavevector (with components k| |z1 and
kxy) allows for the plasmonic image to propagate in the far-field at θ− inc. Themetal–prism SPP-decoupling can
be caused only by surface chargefluctuations in themetal, prohibiting the continuously incident laser beam to
be channelled to the excited SPP-wave, and therefore creating the plasmonic image.

Figure 5. SPP diffraction by nanoparticles immersed inwater ( =n 1.333w ) with radius =r 150 nmp made fromdifferentmaterials
(a)–(b) =n 1p (i.e. air), (c)–(d) =n 1.61p (i.e. polystyrene) and (e)–(f) =n 2p . Top figure row illustrates the different ray paths due
to the relative change of npwith respect to nw, middle row are analytical predictions and bottom rownumerical calculations for E| |
-fields.

Figure 6. E| |-field along the x-axis passing through the centre of the particles for (a) polystyrene nanoparticles of radii =r 50 nmp

(red), =r 150 nmp (blue), =r 400 nmp (green) and (b) nanoparticles of radius =r 150 nmp made of dielectrics with =n 1p (red),
=n 1.61p (blue) and =n 2p (green). Shaded areas denote the regions inside the nanoparticles.
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The diffracted fields of the nanoparticle in the SPP-channel retain their evanescent nature and are still bound
on themetal–water interface, propagating away from the nanoparticle for several wavelengths. These scattered
SPP-waves then cause localized chargemovements on themetal–water interface for a rather large area around
the nanoparticle, which aremirrored on themetal–prism interface (in a similar but reverse way to the initial
excitation of the incident SPP-wave). Also, they retain the same lateral wavevector kxy as both themetal–water
andmetal–prism interface, with the z-component of their wavevector being k3z and k1z respectively. The
radiative and FS-channels though, are interactingwith thefinitemetal slabmore locally, causing surface charge
accumulations in the close proximity of the nanoparticle. Also, they have a different kxy than the SPPwaves
bound on both interfaces, as well as the z-component of thewavevector varies with both θ andϕ (i.e. across the
interface). Therefore, the propagating fields emerging due to the radiative and FS-components from the
nanoparticle are emitted in all θ andϕ, and the contribution to the plasmonic image that is always recorder at

θ− inc is negligibly small. Hence, only the SPP-channel, for which the diffracted fields retain their SPP-nature and
propagate for several wavelengths, significantly contribute to the plasmonic image.

Figure 7 shows the E| |-field at themetal–prism interface when a nanoparticle of =r 150 nmp and =n 1.61p

is present at the other side of themetal slab (the nanoparticleʼs position and cross-section is shownwith a black
circle). This E| |-fieldmap contains thefield disturbances caused by the SPP-, radiative- and FS-channels, as well
as information for both the evanescent waves and the decoupledwaves that propagate to the far-field. It should
be noted that the field fluctuations are observed in a μm-scale, proving that the plasmonic image is due to the
propagation and surface charge changes induces by the scattered SPP-waves (SPP-channel) from anm-scaled
particle. Figure 8 shows the E| |-field along the y=0 and x=0 axes on themetal–prism interface, where the
difference to thefield intensities induced by various nanoparticle ismore prominent. Although the above images
showhow thefields change on themetal–prism interface due to the presence of various nanoparticles, the
intensity patterns observed and shapes of these images do not reflect the properties of the plasmonic image, since
there are contributions from themetal–prism SPP-wave and the radiative- and FS-channels that eventually
produce propagating waves along all θ-angles, instead of θ− inc where the plasmonic image is observed.

Since the SPP-channel is themain contributor to the plasmonic images, the decouplingwavevector is
= + +k k kk e e eˆ ˆ | | ˆx x y y z z1 , which is identical to the reflected beamʼs wavevector. Since the z-component of

thewavevector is not imaginary anymore, then the plasmonic image is always detected at θ− inc. It follows then,
that the plasmonic image of a nanoparticle of radius rp and refractive index np is given by:

∑ ∑
ωε ε

π

θ ϕ θ ϕ
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− −

+
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θ θ θ ϕ ϕ ϕ
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∞
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where ( )k dexp 2z m1 defines the amplitude of the decoupledwave that propagates to the far-field, θan , ϕan , θE0

and ϕE0 define the shape of the plasmonic image and Ii is the intensity of the SPPwave incident on the
nanoparticle, which depends on the radius of the nanoparticle np and its distance dsep from themetal slab and is
given by:

Figure 7. E| |-fieldmap at themetal–prism interface. A cross-section of the nanoparticle is shownwith a black circle. The E| |-field
fluctuations are shown along the x-axis (topfigure) and y-axis (left figure) passing through the centre of the nanoparticle.
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ε π= ( ) ( ) ( )I B k r k d k rsinh 2 exp . (13)i z p z z p
2

3
2

3 3 sep 3

Weplot infigure 9 the above equationwhich describes the plasmonic image alongwith numerical
calculations at a distance ∼z 950 nm from themetal–prism interface for a polysteryne ( =n 1.61p ) nanoparticle
of =r 150 nmp .We choose such a large distance from the interface, to ensure that the SPP-fields from the
metal–prism interface have decayed.Hence the simulation results (which cannot distinguish between
evanescent or propagating fields) do not include the evanescent component.We also subtract from the
numerical results the background contribution from the reflection from the slab, such that the recordedfields
from the simulation calculationwould be zero at ∼z 950 nm when no nanoparticle is present inmedium3.
Both the analytical prediction of (12) and numerical calculations show a ‘bean’-shaped imagewith almost
identical intensities. It should be noted that the plasmonic image shown infigure 9 is still located in the prism
and has not been transferred to the far-field, where images are experimentally recordedwith SPP-microscopy.

Figure 10 shows analytical and numerical results for the plasmonic images of nanoparticles of various sizes
(sub-wavelength tomacroscopic) andmade of various dielectricmaterials. As the size of the nanoparticle
increases, the intensity of the plasmonic image increases, while its geometrical features remain the same. This is
in agreementwith experimental observations [17], where the plasmonic image obtained for nanoparticles (even
of λ∼rp SPP) is a bright spot whose intensity is dependent on the size of the particle. Also, for nanoparticles of the
same size ( =r 150 nmp ), the intensity of the plasmonic image changes as the refractive index of the

nanoparticles deviates from its environmentʼs (i.e. −n n| |p 3 ). Hence, for nanoparticles in an aqueous solution
( =n 1.3333 ), the intensity (bright spot) of the image observed by a bubble ( =n 1p ) and a polystyrene

Figure 8. E| |-fieldfluctuations along the x-axis (left figure) and y-axis (rightfigure) passing through the centre of the nanoparticle, for
polystyrene ( =n 1.61p ) nanoparticles of =r 50 nmp (red line), =r 150 nmp (blue line) and =r 400 nmp (green line), and
nanoparticle of =r 150 nmp made of =n 1p (brown line), =n 1.61p (blue line) and =n 2p (purple line).

Figure 9.Plasmonic image (i.e. E| |-field) at =z 950 nm from themetal–prism interface. The plasmonic image is plotted along the x-
axis (topfigure) and parallel to the y-axis at x=2.460 μm(left figure), indicatedwithwhite dash lines, for both the analytical
prediction (red line) and numerical calculations (blue line).
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nanoparticle ( =n 1.61p ) are of similar intensities, but of different tail intensities (i.e. at the−x-axis). Finally, the
analyticalmodel proposed here predicts very accurately both the geometrical features and the intensity of the
plasmonic image.With our analyticalmodel, one can obtain any of the above results in just few tens of a second
using a standard computer, while the FDTD simulations require∼48 hours run on a significantlymore powerful
computing system.Hence, it is a valuable and fast tool towards the spectroscopic characterization of isolated
nanoparticles from sub-wavelength tomacroscopic dimensions, through SPP-microscopy techniques.

4. Conclusions

In the present studywe present a full-wave analytical theory that describes the principles governing the
formation of plasmonic imageswith SPP-microscopy techniques.We show the diffraction fieldmaps fromboth
our analyticalmodel and numerical calculations, which highlight the physics of the diffraction process. Then,
through our analyticalmodel, we show that only the SPP-to-SPP scattering channel contributes to the
plasmonic image. The dependence of the plasmonic imageʼs properties on the particleʼs size andmaterial
composition are studied from sub-wavelength tomacroscopic nanoparticles, and are in agreement with
experimental observations. Hence, our analyticalmodel allows for an insight to the spectroscopic
characterization of a single isolated nanoparticle of even sub-wavelength dimensions, invigorating the
capabilities of SPP-microscopy techniques.
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Appendix. SPP-wave equation in spherical harmonics

The incident SPPE-field on a nanoparticles shown in equation (1) inCartesian coordinates can bewritten as:
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andA coefficient is related to the incident intensity of the fields and for our system ∼ ε
μ

ε
ε

A E0
0

0

3

1
, and E0 is the

electric field amplitude in vacuumof the incident field on themetal slab. By separating its evanescent, vector and

Figure 10.The plasmonic images (i.e. E| |-fields) at =z 950 nm away from themetal–prism interface for various nanoparticles. The
analytical predictions (full lines) and numerical calculations (dashed lines) for the plasmonic images of polystyrene ( =n 1.61P )
nanoparticles (topfigure) of =r 50 nmp (red line), =r 150 nmp (blue line) and =r 400 nmp (green line) and for nanoparticles with

=r 150 nmp (bottom figure) with refractive index of =n 1p (brown line), =n 1.61p (blue line) and =n 2p (purple line).
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phase propagating components, it can be expressed in spherical harmonics. The evanescent decay of the SPP is

governed by: ( )k zexp | |z3 term. Since this term is non-radiative: θ=( ) ( )k z k rexp | | exp | | cosz z3 3 . The vector

direction ofEi is determined byE0 is transformed in spherical coordinates using:
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Finally the propagating component of equation (1), which drives the phase propagation of the SPPwave is

given by: +( )k x k yexp i ix y , and can be expressed in spherical harmonics by using the Jacobi–Angler expansion

as:
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where jn is the spherical Bessel function, = +k k kxy x y
2 2 is the propagating wavevector of the SPP, r, θ andϕ are

the spatial spherical coordinates with origin at a point x y z( , , )0 0 0 .θk andϕk are the spherical components of k xy

wavevector, and since no kz component exists in the propagating term +( )k x k yexp i ix y , then one can take that
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m is the associated Legendre Polynomial and Yn

m is its complex conjugate. Hence, the E-field of a SPP
wave in spherical harmonics is given by:
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